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Abstract. Coherent and incoherent photon scattering by bound electrons in low, medium
and high Z atoms, over energies of 0·145-1·33 MeV and scattering angles below 15°
(momentum-transfer range 0-0·4 me) and from 15° to 150° (0·1-4·0 me), have been
investigated experimentally. The results of our relatively high precision measurements
h~ve also been compared with the predictions of new theoretical calculations .for boundelectron incoherent and coherent scattering in ·th~ incoherent scattering-factor and form'factor approximations and for the Rayleigh and Delbriick scattering amplitudes over a high
momentum-transfer range, to give a critical verification of the theory. It was found that for
· 0·145 MeV photons ·scattered with low momentum transfer, theF(q, Z) formalism is valid
for low and medium Z atoms out not for the high Z (Z = 82) atom. At all energies and in
the low momentum-transfer range studied in the prese)lt work, the S(q, Z) formalism was
found to be adequate for bound-electron incoherent scattering for all the atoms. The effect
of Delbriick ·scattering of 1·115 MeV photons was found to be quite obscured· up to the
'
largest angle (135°) reported in. this paper.
I
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Photon.:..atom collisions have been studied for a long time and in recent years there have
been new theoretic~] calculations for several elementary scattering processes. Recent
interesting theore~ical .work relevant to the present paper, i.e. concerning
measurements of photon scattering in the gamma-ray region, include calculations of: (i)
incoherent scatteri~g factors in the Waller-Hartree (WH) form for light atoms (Brown
scattering
factors
for
1972, Bloch and Mendelsohn 1974); (ii) coherent and incoherent
•
.
J
all atoms with non-relativistic Hartree-Fock (NRHF) wavefunctions (Cromer and Mann
1967, 1968); (iii) relativistic· Rayleigh (R) bound-electron scattering amplitudes for
medium and high Z atoms (Johnson and Cheng 1976, Florescu and_Gavrila 1976); and
(iv) Delbriick (D) electrostat~c-field scattering amplitudes for the atomic nucleus
(Papatzacos and Mork 1975a, b). We have verified some of these calculations using
new measur~ments of differential scattering cross sections afvery small and large angles '
in the 0•060-2 MeV photon energy range. Our previous work (Sinha et al1976) .has
now been continued and this paper presents results Of further new measurements on
low, medium and high Z atoms, for thefour diff~:r:ent incidep.t energies: 0·145, 0·662,
1·115 and 1·33 MeV.
.'
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2. Methods

2.1. Small-angle measurements
Details of th,e experimental arrangement and the method used to measure the scattering
cross section at small angles are the same as those described in our earlier work (Sinha et
a/197 6). Only a schematic representation of the experimental arrangement is shown in
figure 1. The 1-10° range of scattering angles was obtained by varying the radius of the

Figure 1. Schematic representation of an experimental arrangement for small-angle
measurements.

thin annular scatterer; the maximum fractional solid angle from the scatterer to the
detector, a 10 cm 2 cylindrical Nal (TI) head, was 1 x 10-8 • The sources used in th~se
measurements on some representative atoms over the range Z = 3-90, were: 141 Ce
(0·145 MeV, 60 mCi, 20 mCi); 137 Cs (0·662 MeV, 20 mCi, 2 mCi); and 6 °Co (1·17 and
1· 33 MeV, 50 mCi, 2 mCi). For each incident endrgy and scattering angle the spectra of
the primary and scattered photons were recorded by an NDllOO analyser with a
spectrum-storage time of 20-100 ks. For such a counting time the maximum gammasource-decay correction w~s less than 2%. The geometry in figure 1 shows a conical .
beam of. primary
photons coming from the main source and . incident on a thin
2
.
(<2·2 gem-), narrow. width (<1·0 em), annular scatterer. The scattered beam has a
2
1
1
differential scattering cross section'da/d!l (cm atom- sr- ) apd an angle(} on reaching
the-detector. The total number of photons, N., scattered at this angle (}per unit time
both by elastic and inelastic processes in the scatterer, and recorded by the detector of
efficiency E, is given by
No

do-( 8)

(

f.Ll )

N.=.4-zENat-drl nl exp - - : 1rr
u
cos cjJ

(1)

where N 0 is the number of phot'ons emitted by the main source per unit time, r is the
mean source-to-scatterer distance, Na1 is the total number cif atoms in the effective
v<;»lume of the scatterer, fl 1 is the solid angle subtended by the detector at the scatterer,
f.L is the attenuation coefficient of the target material, t is the thickness of the annular
ring target and·c/J is the mean angle between the lines joining the source to the scatterer
and to the-detector. The detector efficiency E was not determined experimentally for
the present small-angle measurements but was eliminated from equation (1) by a short
comparison run with a weaker reference source of the same photon energy. This
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comparison reduc~s equation (1) to
2

N. r 1 ·
( f.Lt )
dfl = Nrer 7 Nat exp cos 4J
du(O)

.

(2)

'

where.Nre£ i.s the mean number of photons detected per second from the weak reference
source placed at different positions corresponding to the annular scatterer and s is the
strength of the main source relative to the weak reference source. Corrections were
made in equation (2) to allow for a variation of efficiency € with the energy difference
between the elastic; and inelastic peak energies and to allow for a variable scattering
cross section over the finite scattering solid angle n1. The maximum corrections for
thes_e' effects are 0 ·17 and 2% respectively. The axial symmetry of the ring scatterer in
the experimental arrangement (figure 1) indicates that the photons scattered away from
the axis through the multiple scattering process are replaced by those scattered towards
the axis. For a thin scatterer complete replacement is expected so that further multiple
scattering corrections may be neglected.
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2.2. Large-angle measurements

-

2.2.1. Incoherent scattering. The experimental arrangement for measuring large angles
is the same as was used in our previous work (Sinha et al 1976). When measuring
incoherent (inelastic) scattering of a narrow beam of monoenergetic photons incident
on a cylindri~al scatterer X of at<;~mic number Z, the spectrum of scattered photons at
·each-scattering angle between 15 and 170° was recorded along with that from an exactly
similar low Z comparison sc;atterer placed at'the position of X. The scattered intensity
determined by summing the counts under the incoherent peak due to the scatterer X
was compared with that obtained from the free-electron incoherent (Compton in the
case of large mome9tum transfer) peak in the spectrum of the comparison scatterer.
Taking alJ.Iminium (Z = 13) as the refer:ence scatterer, this proce<Jure (Sinha eta/ 197 6)
- gives the incoherent scattering factor S(q, z ), defined by equation (6) (§ 3.1), directly as

(dcrx(O))inc · S(q, Z)
(dcrAI(O))inc S(q; 13)

fx(O, r) nAI /p,AI(E, r) /s,AI(O, r)
IAI(O, r) nx fp.x(E, r) / •. x(O, -,)

(3)

where (dcrx(O))inc ((duA1(0))inc) is the differential cross section per atom for any·
scatterer X (AI), Ix(O, r) (IAI(O, r)) is the scattered intensity (photo-peak area of the
scattered spectrum) at an angle 0 from any cylindrical scatterer X (AI) of radius r, nx
(nAI) is the number of atoms per unit volume of the sca,tterer X (AI), /p,x(E, r)
((Jp,AI(E, r)) is the absorption factor for tlie pr.imary photon beam of energy E in the
scatterer X (Al), !s.x(O~ r) (f.,A1(0, r)) is the attenuation factor for the incoherently
scattered photons from the scatterer X (Al) at the scattering angle 0, S(q, Z) (S(q, 13))
is the incoherent scattering factor for scatterer X (AI) of atomic number Z (i3), and q is
'the momentum transferred in the photon scattering process and is taken, in the small q
approximation, as (in units of me)

q = sin(0/2)/20·61A

(4)

where A'is the photon wavelength in angstroms. The. error introduced in the calculated
values of S(q, z ), by using this q expression instead of the exact q expression (Hubbell et
at 1975) for incoherent scattering, is within a maximum of 0·6°(o for Z =50 and is
negligible for Z = 13 at the scattering angle of 170° for 0·145 MeV incident photons.

.-
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The scatterer radius was 0 ·7 5 mm for 0·145 ~eV photons and the scatterer attenuation
and absorption factors were calculated using the-method of Dixon (1951). There was no
difficulty in this procedure since the coherent and incoherent components in the
scattered spectrum could be easily separated out by the detection technique at
scattering angles of 30° and above. Below 30? where· the incoherent component peak
. was not well resolved from the coherent component peak an experimental calibration
technique was used to.subtract the coherent scattering contribution. A weak reference
source placed in the position of the scatterer was used to calibrate the, analyser channels
below the photo-peak of the primary spectrum. The calibration was performed relative
to the total photo-peak counts so that in the recorded scattered spectrum, the total
counts in the photo-peak due to coherent scattering could be taken in order to find the
' correction. An alternative procedure, used when this calibration procedure could not
be applied, was to estimate the. correction from the coherent component photo-peak at
30° and the theoretical coherent scattering cross section at 30° and lower angles.
2.2.2. Coherent scattering. The coherent (elastic) scattering of)-2 MeV photons over
the 30-165° scattering anguJar range from several repre~entative elements Z = 29, 50,
74, 80, 82 was included in' our programme of measurements (Sinha 1974, Roy and
Chaudhuri 1976)., In the recorded spectra of scattered photons the incohere~t
component peak was first compared with the free-electron incoherent (Compton) peak
of the scattered spectrum from alow Z-comparison'atom for the same incident primary
photon beam. Some results of the incoherent scattering cross section for 1·115 MeV
photons, obtained in the first part of the. programme of measurements,. have been
reported previously (Sinha et a/ 1976) and they sho~ excellent agreement with
calculated values found using equation (6) and the results for S(q, Z) based on NRHF
wavefunctions. To obtain the atomic coherent scattering cross section from the same
scattered spectrum, the area of the coherent component peak was compared with that
of the incoherent component peak of the same spectrum. In most of the measurements
thex:e was no difficulty in making such a comparison as there was no high-energy tail of
the incoherent peak in the channels just below the low-energy side of the coherent
peak. In the process of comparing two such peaks, the shape of the incoherent peak in
the main scattered spectrum was always referred to that in the comparison scattered
spectrum from the low Z atom. The coherent scattering qoss section (dax(ll))c is
obtained from the relation

(dax(ll))c
(d·ax(ll));nc

(Ix(8, r))c f •. x(8, r) Ez
(Ix(8, r))inc {p,x(8, r) Et

(5)
/

where Ux(8, r))c · ((Ix(8, r));nc) is the scattered intensity (photo-peak· area of the
coherent (incoherent) spectrum) at an ~ngle 8 fr~m any cylindrical scatterer X of raqius
r, fs.x(8, r) is the attenuation factor for the incoherently scattered photOf!S, fp.x(8, r) is
the absorption factor for the coherently scattered photon beam and (dax(ll));n~ is the
incoherent cross section, _calculated using equation (6). E 1 and E2 are the photo-peak
efficiencies of the detector for coherently and incoherently scattered photons. Sealed
1 x 1 em 65 Zn sources (1·115 MeV, two sources each of 100 mCi), in the conventional
large-angle geometry mentioned earlier, were used in a compact arrangement with the
source-scatterer and the scatterer-detector distances 40 and 70 em respectively for the
smaller angles and -15 and 30 em respectively for the largest angle. The.measurements
· were free from geometrical errors because a ratio of the two total peak counts was taken
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using identical geometry. Cylindrical scatterers of radii in the range 0·75-9·0 mm were
used. The multiple scattering effect for such scatterers could be compensated .for as
disc':lssed in §.2.1. The spectrum storage time in the analyser for each run varied
between 20 and 100 ks, depending on-the scattering angle; in order to obtain a minimum
statistic;al error level of the order of 1%. To achieve this statistical error_ level at ,large
angles, 8-10 suecessive runs were combined for each scattering measurement.
.

'

.

3. Results: theoretical and

~Xperimenta~

3.1. Incoherent scattering cross section at small momentum transfer

At small photon scattering angles (1-1 0~) incoherent scattering from low and medium Z
atoms (figure 2) either predominates over or is comparable to the coherent photon
scattering cross section in the f(nergy range 0·5-2·0 MeV. Theoretically the incoherent
scattering cross section which has to be used in the absence of an exact calculation may
be·expressed as

(6)
S(q, Z), introduced here to account for.the effect of electron binding, is the probability

that the atom scattering the incident photon is either excited or ionised on the
absorption of the momentum transferred to it; dlTKN(O) is the well known Klein-Nishina
.cross section for the scattering of photons 'by a free stationary electron. S(q, Z),
expressed in terms of the wavefunct~ons of the atomic system in the Waller-Hartree
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Figure 2. Experimental scattering cross section (0) of 0·662 MeV photons at q = 0· 107 me
with predictions made using equation (6) for, incoherent (I) and equation (7) for coherent (C)
and total (T) cross sections.
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form, has been calculated in the NRHF model for all atoms (Cromer and Mann 1967,
1968) as a function of momentum transfer q. For low Z atoms the calculations of
Brown (1972) and-Bloch and Mendelsohn (1974) have be~n used. Brown's treatment
includes the effect .of inter-electron correlation which is important .for photon incoherent scattering. The S(q, Z) values used here come from these calculations. We have
1
taken measurements of a number of seleCted atoms with = 3, 5, 6, 7, 11, 13,' 16, 21,
· 26, 29, 30, 50, 74, 80, 82 covering a ~omentum-transfer range of 0·03-0·7 me using
nearly monoenergetic photon beams over an_ energy range 0·5-2~0 MeV. The
measurements which have been completed so far and are presented here include. the
, atoms of Z = 6, 13, 16, 29, 50, 82 for phot~ns of energy 0·662 and 1·33 MeV. The
results are presented in figures 2 and 3 and in table 1. In the figures the coherent
scattering contribution ·has not been subtracted from 'the experimental total cross
section measurements, iri order to com'pare more clearly th~ measurements and
predic!ions in the small momentum-transfer region where the atomic binding effect is
important.
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Figure 3. Same'as in figure 2 but with A: 0·662MeV photons at q=0·027 me; .B:
1·33 MeV photons at q =0·045 me _and C: 1·33 MeV photons at q = 0·09 me.

3.2. Coherent scattering·crosslecti(m at small m~mentum transfer
For small.,angle (8 < 10") photon scattering over an energy range of 0·1-1·83 MeV, the _
frequency of coherent scattering from bound atomic electrons is predominant over that
of incoherent scattering for medium and high Z target atoms. The simple expression
for the differential cross section which is valid for small momentum transfer (q) in the
scattering process is expressed~ using the form factor, as .
(7)

-,~
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Table 1 .. Measured bound-electron incoherent cross section (b atom - 1 sr - 1 ).

·~

t

Photon
energy
(MeV).
0·662

-~

1.33

Target (Z)

(}

q (me)

Experimentala

Experimental·
-theoretical
incoherentc·

C(6)
AI (13)

1°46'

0·04

0·40 (0·04)b
0·80 (0·05)

-0·01 (+0·05)
-0·01

13·5
21·2 .

AI (13)

2° 38'

0·06

0·91 (0·04)

+0·01

12·8

AI (13)
Cu (29)

3° 58'

0·09

0·96 (0·03)
1·92 (0·09)

+0·02
+0·02.

9·0
17·2

AI (13)
Cu (29)

4° 52'

0·11

0·98 (0·04)
2·05 (0·07) '

+0·02
+9·05

6·1
12·4

Pb.(82)

15° 58''

0·36

5:56 (0·23)

-0·39

11·3

AI (13)
Cu (29)
Sn (50)

16°26'

0·37

1·01 (0·03)
2-,12 (0·06)
3·44 (0·11)

+0·02
-0·07
-0·27

2·2
4·2
9·8

s (16)

1° 58'

0·09

. 1·27 (0·07)

+0·12

9·6

Binding
effect
(%)

Experimental total cross section-theoretical coherent cross' section from equation (7), theoretical coherent
cross sections being 9-20% of the total cross sections for ten cases and less than 45% for the remaining two
cases.
.
1
b Figures within parentheses indicate errors in the experimental cross sections.
.
c Theoretical.incoherent cross section was obtained from equation (6) using S(q,.Z) values for Z = 6, given by
Brown (1972) and by Bloch and Mendelsohn (1974), and NRHF S(q, Z) values for other elements by Cromer
(1967). The difference between the experimental value for Z = 6, and the value from the calculation of Elloch
knd Mendels~hn·is +0·05 as indicated in the parentheses in the difference column.
d Binding effect is expressed in the form
experimental cross section)
xlOO.
free electron cross section
a

'\

'(t

I

where duT(O) is the Thomson cross section for scattering by an electron.· The form
·-.... 'factor, F(q, Z), takes into account the elastic scattering of photons from all the atomic
·electrons and is represented in terms of the ground-state atomic wavefunctions. This
factor has been calculated (Cromer and Mann 1967, 1968) very accurately for all atoms
tip to Z = 100 in the NRHF atomic model and over a wide range (0-0·5 me) of q values.
obtainf?d from equation (4 ), which gives an exact expression for·coherent scattering. We
have measured coherent scattering from- a number of low, medium and high Z
representative elements which cover a momentum-transfer range of 0·1-0·15 me for
monoenergetic· photons over an energy range of 0·1-1· 33 MeV. The results of
meas"urements presented here are for photons of ~nergy 0·145 MeV (figure 4),
0·662 MeV and 1·33 MeV (figure 3).an9 for sixteen representative elements (table 2).
The differential coherent scattering_ cross sections have been computed with the help of
equation (7) using F(q, Z) values (Cromer and Mann 1967, 1968) based on HF
wavefuncti_ons.
3.3. Incoherent scattering at larger angles- (0;;;;.: 15°)

The incoherent scattering factor S(q, Z) has been measured in the momentum-transfer.
range 0·1--;-0:7 me relative -to that of aluminium', 'using equation (3). Results for .
.

\
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Figure 4. Experimental scattering cross sections for AI with 0·145 MeV photons at A:
q = 0·0095 me; B: q = 0·014 me; C: q,;, 0·019 me;D: q = 0·04 me; a~dE: q = 0·05 me are
compared with the predictions of equation (7).

0 ·145 MeV phqtons are shown in figure 5 along with the theoretical values found using
the HF model. (HF values of S(q, Z) for aluminium are 12·T-i3·0 in the-momentumtransfer range 0·1-0·7 me.)

3.4. Coherent scaitering at larger angles (8 ~ 30°)
As the primary photon ~nergy and the scattering angle increase, the elastic scattering
contribution from atomic electrons gradually decreases. With an increasing scattering
angle the Delbriick scattering amplitude begins to contribute to the total atomic
coherent scattering from high Z atoms and 'this contrib~tion should be detected
experimentally everi for photon energies a_round 1 MeV. For such photon energies
these two scattering effects as well as the effect of the nuclear Thomson scattering
process combine coherently tO' give the whole-atom coherent scattering cross section
whlch can be written in the form
2

(dax(lJ))c= JR + T+~J dO
.

'

(8)

where R, D and Tare the Rayleigh, Delbriick and . the nuclear Thoms.on scattering
amplitudes,' all expressed in units of the classical electron radius ro (2·81793S X
10- 13 em). The exactly computed D amplit_udes and the shellwise R amplitudes for a
few atoms at _some specific photon energies have been reported in recent years. For the

.
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Table 2. Measured bound-electron coherent cross section (b atom- 1 sr- 1),
Photon
energy
(MeV)

Target (Z)

8

q (me)

0·145

B (St

2° 2'

0,01

Cu (29)
Sn (50)
La (57)
Nd (60)
Dy(66)
Hg (80)
Pb (82)
Th (90)

1° 46'

0·04

Cu (29)
Sn (SO)

2° 38'

Sn (SO)
Pb (82)
Pb (82)

Experimentalb
0·55 (0·23)"
1·00 (0,12)
1·55 (0·50)

c (6)
N (7)"

!

0·662

···>--

Experimental
·-theoretical
coherent
+0·01
+0·05
+0·01

(0·16)
(0·59)
(0·90)
(0·85)
(0·96)
(1-66)
(1·96)
(2·60)

-0,05
-0·05
-0·07
-0·03
+0·19
-0·14
-0·05
+0·15

0·06

2·68 (0·11)
12·26 (0·34)

+0·01
-0·06

3° 58'

0·09

6·17,(0·22)
25·37 (0·69)

+0·06
+0·20

4° 52'

0·11

12·66 (0·44)

+0·10

4·76
24·25
30·13
33·64
41·93
76·17
85·10
104·21

~

• From boron carbide and 'boron nitride scatterer samples.
b Experimental total-theoretical incoherent. cross section, theoretical incoherent 'cross
sections being in the range 3-20% of the total cross sections for twelve cases and less than
40% for the remaining four cases.
c Figures within parentheses indicate errors in the experimental cross sections.

3·5

2·5

0·2

.'

O·l.

20

l.·O
3·9
3·8
1003·7

Figure 5. Incoherent scattering factor S(q, 50) for 0·145 MeV photons relative to S(q; 13)
in the q range 0·1-0·7 me (Q) compared with predictions from equation (6).

present purpose, the R amplitudes of 1·115 MeV photons scattered from Pb at various
scattering angles were obtained through interpolation from the calculated amplitudes at.
photon energ.ies of 0·279, 0·412, 0·662, 0·889 MeV (Johnson and Cheng 1976),
1·31 MeV (Brown and Mayers 1956, 1957) au'd 2·62 MeV (Cornille and Chapdelaine
· 1959); the D amplitudes are taken from the calculations of Papatza,cos and Mork
(1975a, b and private communication); and the T amplitudes are taken in the usual
form (e.g. Johnson and· Cheng 1976). For Sn, in the absence of better.calculations at

/
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1·115'MeV; the R amplitud_es are based on th~ Bethe K-shell form-factor approximation (Levinger 1952). The programme of measurements in the angular range 30-150°
was undertaken with photon~ in the energy range 1-2MeV. .,Measurements up to 135°
with 1·115 MeV photons on Sn and Pb have been complete<! and are presented in this
. paper (figure 6). . .
·

-,.

1; 10

104

2

'

,0

::1:

c::g·
:§
b

"0

10
Pb

I

Sn

I

0

20'

Figure 6. Experimental coherent scattering cross sections for 1·115 MeV photons on Sn
2
and Pb are compared. For Sn with: (1) /R + T+ D/ 2 and (2) /R + T/ , R amplitudes based on
Bethe-Levinger (Levinger 1952). ForPb with: (a) and (b) as in (1) and (2) butR amplitudes
interpolated from exact calculations, (c) and (d) as in (1) and (2) but R amplitudes from
Florescu-Gavrila (1976). The broken curves give the interpolation error limits.
1

4. Errors

Appropriate corrections were applied to the data for the detector background, attemiation of the photons in the scatterer samples, gamma-s~U:rce decay· and geometrical
·effects (in those measurements where these could not be automatically avoided).
Multiple scattering effects were a·voided efiective(y as already discussed by using
Circularly symmetric thin .scatteret samples. In 'addition, some other possible systematic
errors include .uncertainties (i) from the presence of the incoherent component in the
measurement of the coherent sc.attering ~gd vice versa, (ii) in the determination of the
photo-peak area.of the scattered spectrum, and (iii) due to a variation in the detector
background in the presence· and absence of scatterer samples. These errors have either
been effectively removed or taken into c~nsideration as discussed in the previous paper.'
(Sinha et a/1976): Random errors arise both frpm the counting statistiCs and from the
uncertainty in the measurements due to variati~ns in -~ample thickness and size. The r
counting errors for most of the m·eas~rements were of the order of 1% and the errors in

~!

1

,.
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the experimental cross section resulting from this and other effects mentioned above are
shown in the fables and\ in the exp~rimental points in the graphs. The process of
interpolation of R amplitudes caused a maximum error of ±5% in the cross section. No
error in the calculated values of S(q, Z) and F(q, Z) has been included in obtaining the
final errors to the cross section shown in tables 1 and 2.

5. Discussion and conclusion

The point to be made here regarding previous theory and 'exp~viments ~n photon
scatt~ring concerns both coherent and incoherent procc::sses at small and large momentum transf~r. For small momentum transfer (forward-scattering)Fermi-Thomas and
Hartree model approximations have been used in the previous very limited calculations
(e.g., Nelms and Oppenheim 1955, Grodstein 1957) of F(q, Z) and S(q, Z) through
which the dependence of the scattering cross section on the electronic structure of-the
· atom or the ground-state atomic wavefunction appears. The new calculations (Cromer
·.and Mann 1967, 1968) of F(q, Z) and S(q, Z) are based on much more accurate
numerical HF wavefunctions which were not available to earlier workers some fifteen
years ago. For higher momentum transfer (larger scattering angle) the results frooi the
·previous calculations of R and D amplitudes were very sc;mty and the calculated D
amplitudes were subjected to some uncertainty. As already mentioned (§ 1), these
amplitudes have been newly calculated for a large number of photon energies and thus
off~r a far better theoretical basis for comparison with experiments. The very few
forward-photon-scattering experiments for () < 30° performed befo.re, using photons
below 1 MeV, were subjected to some inherent difficulties and uncertainties due to the
' older versions of detection technique used in those experiments. Renewed analysis of
these data using new theoretical results and earlier theor~tical cross section results
based o~ wavefunctions available at that period reveals some inadequacies ap.d ,
discrepancies (e.g. Veigele et al1971). The experiments at larger scattering angles with
1-1·33 MeV photon energies were·not consistent wi.th the existing theory mentioned
above for high Z atoms (e.g. Papatzacos and Mark 1975a, b).
In figures 2 and 3 and in table 1 our measured incoherent scattering cross section for
low and medium Z atoms over the momentum-transfer range 0·03-0·11 me are seen to ,
be in reasonable agreement with the incoherent scattering factor approximation
calCulations based on the new HF·model wavefunctions. The present data on S(q, 50)
,·relative to that for S(q, 13) (figure 5) in the momentum-transfer range 0·1-0·7 me
· provide another form of evidence supporting the incoherent scattering function
approximation in the incoherent scattering calculation.
The new results of the coherent scattering cross section for representative low,
medium and high Z atoms are considered in figures 3 anp 4 and in table 2 with a basic
interpretation of the form-factor approximation based on HF model wavefunctions. For
0·145 MeV photons scattered at small angles from low and medium Z atoms (figure 4),
the form~factor approximation adequately interprets the forward c~herent ~cattering
phenomena. The forward coherent scattering of 0·145 MeV photons from the high Z
atoms (Z = 8,2) is inconsistent with predictions from the form-factor calculations, but,
for 0·662 MeV photons scattered from Sn and Pb atoms (figure 3), is in agreement with
the form-factor approximation at ()~5° and 'q = 0·027 me. For 1·115 MeV photons
scatte~ed from Sn ·and Pb at angles of 30-135°, the measured cross sections are shown in
figure 6 together_ with· theoretically predicted cross sections computed according to
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equation (8). Th,e exper!mental cross section points for_ Pb are within or touch the
interpolation error band of the predicted cross section curve (IR + Tj 2 ). This result
disagrees with an earlier experiment at the same energy (e.. g. Schumacher 1973) in
which a considerable discrepancy was found between the theory based on R and T
I amplitudes and the experiment on Pb at la~ge scattering angles. In the case of Sn there
is good agreement with the theory using the Bethe-Levinger. calculation (Levinger
1952) to obtain R amplitudes, up to the scattering angle () = 95°.
Our measurements thus lead us to the following conclusions.
(i) The effect of electron binding on the incoherent scattering process, which is
effectively revealed at low momentum transfer (q """0·1 me), is satisfactorily accounted
for theoretically using an incoherent scattering factor based on configuration interaction (ci) and HF wavefunctions, at-all scattering angles and photon energies.
(ii) Theory based on the form-factor calculations using NRHF wavefunctions
adequately interprets coherent scattering of pho,tons by bound electrons in low and
medium Z atoms in the momentum-transfer range 0-0·15 me. For 0·145MeV photons scattered from heavy atoms. in this momentum-transfer range, considerable
disagreement arises between ·the form-factor predictions and measurements.
(iii) The relativisticform-factor prediction of Bethe (Levinger 1952) is adequate for
coherent scattering of photons from medium Z atoms up to scattering angle()= 95°.
The coherent, scattering of 1·115 MeV photons from heavy atoms (Z = 82) up to
scattering angle () = 135° is accounted for in terms of R and T amplitudes only. The
effect of Delbriick scattering appears too small relative to the other two processes at this
photon energy in disagreement with the theoretical results obtained by Papatzacos and
Mork (1975a, b).
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The new results of measurements of coher,ent scattering of photons by bound atomic electrons over a
momentum transfer q range 0-4mc together with those from other recent measurements with a coverage in
the momentum transfer up to lOme are presented for a critical evaluation of the previous and new
calculations on Rayleigh scattering. This evaluation reveals the ranges of applicability of the form-factor
formalism in the nonrelativistic and relativistic domain and demonstrates the trend of behavior of the exact
theoretical predictions as a function of q I aZm.

I. INTRODUCTION

We have made a series of precision measurements of the coherent scattering of photons over
the energy range 0.100-2.0 MeV. In this energy
range atomic Rayleigh scattering is the important
process predominating over all other elastic scattering processes which combine..coherently. Our
interest in the study of coherent scattering processes has arisen due to (i) the new developments
in the calculationsl-9 of Rayleigh (R) and Delbruck
(D) scattering processes which have r~?duced considerably the prevailing uncertainty in the knowledge of scattering amplitudes, (ii) the differences10•11 between the sets of experimental cross
section data of early y-ray measurements using
the same photon energies and scattering targets,
and (iii) the inadequacy 10 • 11 of the existing experiments in the evaluation of the present state of the
theory of nonresonant atomic scattering process.
In this paper we present the result~ of our measurements and other more recent measurements
and calculations in such a way as to bring out the
present status of the various theoretical scattering investigations.
II. MEASUREMENTS

Absolute measurements of the differential coherent atomic scattering cross sections were
made as a functi.on of photon momentum transfer
to the bound atomic electron defined by q = 2k
sin(iO), where k is the incident photon energy in
units of electron rest mass energy and e is the
scattering angle. The experimental apparatus
and the method of measurements have been described in detail elsewhere (Sinha et al~ 12 ). Consequently only the essentials relvant to the present measurements are mentioned. y-ray sources
included radioactive isotopes 210 Pb (47 keV),
241 Am (59.54 keV), 141 Ce (145 keV), 203 Hg (279.2
keV), 137 cs (662 keV), 65 zn (1.115 MeV), 6°Co
20

(1.17 and 1.33 MeV), and 124Sb (2.09 MeV), the
source strength being in the range of 3mci for
241 Am to 750mci for 124Sb. The differential cross-.
section measurements were done for 15 elements

representing low-, medium-, and high-Z atoms.
The pulse-height spectra were accumulated in a
NDllOO multichannel analyzer using a storage
time of 20-100 ks. In the annular scatterer geometry [Fig. l(a)], in addition to the scatterer
thickness, radii, and source-scatterer distance,
three quantities were needed to obtain the total
differential cross section, namely, (i) the total
number of scattered photons per second, (ii) the
total number of photons per second from a similar weak re.ference source of the same energy and
at the same position or" the scatterer, and (ii) the
background -counts per second, all recorded for
the same interval of time;
The total number of scattered photons was determined by summing o:ver the pulses under the
photopeak of the scattered spectrum. The cross
section for the coherently scattered photons was
obtained by subtracting the incoherently s~attered
photons determined by the calculations based on.
nonrelativistic Hartree-Fock (NRHF) scattering
functions (obtained from Hubbell et al. 13 ).
For the determination of the cross section at
larger scattering angles [Fig. l(b)] we separated
the coherent peak from the incoherent peak in
the scattered spectrum so that the ratio of the
number of coherently scattered photons to that of
the incoherently scattered could be found. This
ratio, when combined with the calculated incoherent scattering cross section based on NRHF incoherent scattering functions, yielded coherent scattering cross sections. In the large-angle-mea- ·
surement geometry both the incident and scattered
beams were collimated so that for a _very small"
scatterer in the shape of a right-circular cylinder
the maximum solid angle ·between the scatterer
and the detector was 5 x 10-2 sr. Corrections due
to such a spread of scattering solid angle are
948
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FIG, 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental
arrangement (a) for small and (b) for large-angle
scatt;erP1g measurements. S, source; T, target;
and D,_ det;ector,

UI. EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND ERRORS

For the purpose of the present paper· we have
presented the cross sections (26 data points in
the graph of Fig. 2) of our measurements on
PI:!(~=;: 82) for six photon energies: 0.145, 0.280,
0.662, 1.t:J,5, 1.17, and1.33MeVandweincludedadditional data points for Pb from the folloWing recent higl)-p:recision measurements:· (i) Schumacher et al., 14 photon energies 59.54 keV (seven
data points), 412 keV (eight data points), 662 keV
(seven data points), 889 keV (nine data points),
1.12 MeV (nine dat.a points), and 2.75 MeV (eight
data points); (ii) Hardie et al., 15 photon energy
1.33 MeV (ten data points); (iii) Kahane et al., 16
photon energy 6.84 MeV (one data point)-.
T)le error to the meas).lred cross sections arising from statistical uncertainty was less than 1%
in the present and all other measurements listed
above. In addition to counting statistics, some
sources of systematic errors· were considered in
the present measurements. Those include uncertainties (i) from the presence of-incoherent
component in the measurement of coherent component, (ii) in the determination of photopeak area
of the coherent component, (iii) variation in the
detector background in the presence and absence of
of the scatterer, and (iv) in the measurements of
source-scatterer distances, scattering angles,
thickness of the scatterer, and the photon attenua,.

3
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e

•
.,

2
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1'33
?'75 "
6'84 "
0'05954MeV "

(b)

generally small, and were taken into account when
necessary. The effect of photons suffering multiple f?Cattl;lring in the target and reaching the de,tector was taken into consideration. In the symmetrical-scattering arrangements (Fig. 1) the
photons multiply scattered towards and away froni
the detector should be mutually compensated
to a great extent, therefore, the effect may be neglected si~~::e very thin (<3 mm) scatterers were
used.
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FIG. 2 .. da(O)coh/da(O)T plqtted vs

q(m~).

tion coefficient for the sc~tt.erer. Soll].e of tq.ose
errors have been etther egectiy~l¥ ex~J.w:!e9 or
minimized and others accounted for with ~ppro
priate corrections.
N. RAYLEIGH SCATTERING CALCU~ATION~

For the interpretation of the data and exa.II).ining;
their present status in terms of the theory we
have computed theoretical differential cross sections (in units of Thomson cross section per e~ec
tron) from the following calc).llations: (i) nonrelativistic Hartree-Fock calculations of the atomic
form factor by Cromer and Man~ 1 (coznpil~d by
Hubbell et al. 13 ); (ii) relativistic Hartree-Fo~k
(R:ijF) calculations of the atomic form factor by
Doyle and Turner, 2 Cromer and Weber, 3 and
~Verb¢'4 (obtained from the compilation of Hubbel
et al. 5); (iii) atomic shell wise calculations of the
Rayleigh scattering amplitudes by Johnson and
Cheng, 6 Cornille and Chapdelaine, 7 and Kissel and
Pratt8 ; and (iv) atomic K-shell Rayleigh-scattering amplitude by Florescu and Gavrila. 9
V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The scattering of photons depends on the incident photon energy k, photon scattering angle e,

I
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and the atomic number Z of the scatterer atoll:\~
In order to stp.dy the qe~~vior of the coherent
scattering eros~ section ~ a function of photon
momentum trans~er q over. the energy region
where the Rayleigh ~cattering is predominant, we
have computed the differenti111 scatter~ng ~ross
section of atomic Rayleigh and nuclear ThoJ,nson
scattering for the specific case of the most commonly used scatterer :pb (Z= 82) according to
various calculations referred to above. In Fig. 2
we have shown th~ qepencit;mce of da(8) 00 Jda(8)T
on q over the rang~ (O,OQ1-1q.O)mc. The res~ts
of Florescu-Gavrila9 are based on their high-energy apprqximation (Eq. (131) of Florescu-Oavrila9] for the scattering of lower-energy photons
at finite scattering angles. The results of measurements referreq to in Sec. IV are displayeq in
Fig. 2. It is seen that forrp.-factor theory is sufftcient even for high-Z ~toms over the q range
below 0.5mc. The RHF forJ,n:-factor theory is
appropriate to scatteri~g of plwt~ms with energies
greater than the K-shell binding energy of the
heavy scatterer atom! wherea~ for photon energies
le~s than tqe !f-:~:>hell qiJ1dtng energy, NRHF for~
factor pn~P,i~t~o11s 1 ~:;qn~~~te11t w~th new theoretical pre_dictions !Jy ~sse! !!1!-~ Pratt are found to
:;;IJ.ow agreemellt at ~% ~eyel ):>elow q =:= q.2mc and
with~n 15% <).)Jov~ q :o= 0 .~me:
In the q range above 0.5mc, the Florescu-Gav:rila9 high-er,. erg.y approxi~ation is sufficient near
the ~ow-q end qf the observe~ q distribution for
each phqton ~:merr;y over the range 0.400-2.75

MeV, whereas the form-factor theory is sufficient near the high-q end. In the i!1termediate-q
range the distribution of da(e)cob/da(B,)T is in ex..:
cellent agreement with the prediction of the e11ergy
dependence of the Johnson and Cheng 6 exact calculation which agrees with the Florescu-Gayrila9
and NRHF-RHF results at lower- and qigher-q
ends, respectively.
1'his comparison leads to the conclusion that
the Flores·cu-Gavrila9 high-energy approximation
is val~d for (q/a.Zm) up to 1.6, 2.5, 3.5, 4.3, and
5.7 corresponding to incident photon energie:;;
(greater than five times the K-shell binding energy) 0.412, 0.6(:!2, 0.889, 1.33, and 2.75 MeV,
respectively (here a is the fine-structure constant and m is the electron-rest-mass energy).
The corresponding q/aZm v~ues above which the
NRHF-RHF form-factor approximation is adequate are 1.9, 3.5, 5.0, 6.2, and 7.0. For intermediate values of q/aZm at each of these energies Johnson-Cheng 6 calculations give excellent
agreement with the meas~rements.
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TIH' h•laltllllllhl'l ol· sratlt'l't'd ph1111111s was dt'lt'l'lllinl'd hy summinl! over the pul~cs
lllhk'l IIU: ph,,ll·, pl•aJ.. uf lh,• srallt'll'd sp,·ctntnl. The nn~s !>Crtion for the coherently
s,·;lltl·n·tl phntnns was ohtmm·d hy suhtrnl'lilll! tlw incoherently sntllcrcd photons
lh'tl'llllin,·d hy thl' rnkulation~ hma:d on thl' non-relativistic llurtrec-·Fod• (NIUIF)
scattcrin~! funrti(llls (ohtuined from the compilation of Hubbell rt at (.t975H.
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Sl'parntl'li thl•rohl'll'lltJll'al. fwmtlll' in,·uherent pl·ak in the scallcrc,i ~pe,·trum so that
thl' r:lfin ,.( thl' llltlllhl'l of ,·ohl'l'l'lltly s,·alfer,•tl photon!. 111 that of th~· mroherc'ntlv
:-,,·atll'll'd phniPIIs ,·,•uld hi' found. This ratio, wlwn cnmhint·d w11h the utkulatc~l
inr,•h''"'tlt ,·11•ss .,,.,., .... , t>ast•d on NIUII· incoherent scallering funl"li1i11, yielded the
<"llhl'll'llt s,·alft'l in~ noss section. In the large-angle measurement gcomeuy hoth the
uh·id,·nt ;utd the srattt•n•d hcams wen· rnllimated so that for a very small scattcrer in the
~hapt' ,,f a•ight cirnllar cylinder thl'lllaximum solid angle hctwecn the scallerer ;ind the
dl'fl't:tor was :'i" 10 ·' sr. ( 'orrectio~ts due to such a spread of the scatleriilg solid an~le
art• gt'lll'l'ally small, and \Vl'l'e taken into acnlllnl when nct·cssary. The clfel·t of photons
sutll'lllll! mnhipk scattering in the wrgel and reaching the delcctor was also taken into
,·,lll~idt·ratu•n. In the symmctriral-scattcring arrangement (figure I 1 the photons
multiply sc;lttt:rcd hlwanls and away from .the detector should he mutually compens;ttt•d l<l a great extent. rhcrdorc·. 1he cflct:t may he n..:glccted since very thin
( . __ .:!llllmg ,·m }) scat tcrcrs were used.

3. Expcrinu.•nt11l duf:.t and errors
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F,,r rhc prcscruati,m intended in this paper we have included the cross sections (table 1)
fr,,m the set of our completed measurements on Au and Pb for two photon energies
(1\-Llll and 145.00 kcV) and have included additional data points for Au and Pb from
the f,lllowing reccnt high-precision measurements: St:humacher and Stoffregen ( 1977 ),
photnn energy 59.54 keV; Tirsell et at (1975), photon energies 25.19, 35.84, 46.00,
5.:i.J7 and 74.% keV~ Nath eta/ ( 1975), photon energy 145 keV; Hauser and Mussgong ( 1966). photon energy 145 keV.
The t(•tal experimental error arising from statistical uncertainties in the hackground
counts, the number of scatterec.J counts and the measurements of relative gamma-ray
source strengths was kept in the range from I% at forward angles to about 10% at
intt:rmediate angles. In addition to counting statistics some sources of systematic errors
were .-onsidered in the presem measurements. Those include uncertainties (i) from the
prc~encc of the incoherent comp(mcnt in the measurement of the coherent component,
1ii 1 in the determination of the photopeak area of the coherent component, (iii) from the
~ an;l!wn or the detector ha,·kground in the. presence and ahsence of the scatterer and
II\ lin the mea!>urcment of source-scatterer distances, scattering angles, thickness of the
~callcrcr and the photon allcnuation coellidcnt for the scat!erer. Some of these errors
h;n c been either cffectivcly excluded or rninimiscd and others accounted fot with.
appropriate corrections. The correction for the effect (i) was applied with an
un...-crt;sinry not exceeding 5°!.). The uncertainty in 1he cross section due to (ill was
mirumr~cll by u~ing two methods for the evaluillion of photopeak area, the results of
wtuch agree within 2%. The correction for (iii) was at the I% level and the error in this
c; alttillton was within I O%. The errors in various measurements under (iv) were small
and rhc combined uncertainty in cross scl'tion due to these is less than 1%.
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4. RH)Ielgh sruUcring rulrulalions
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The cxpcruncrllal data under considerr11ion represent a significant improvement in
prn ~~rou over t·alltcr cohcrcut !.l'allcling measuremcnls and hence deserve careful
cxiarlltiWitoll 111 term" or the lalest ntkulations mentioned in§ I. For this purpose we
have l'IIIIIJillled theoretical tliflcrcntiul l{ayk-igh scattering cross section in units of the
Tllolll!>llll dor.~ ~eel IIIII per electron f1 om the following calculations: the relativistic
lfarrrcr: J·r.~:k (ulll) l'itkululion of the atomic form fa..:tor (j~1 ) hy Doyle and Turner
( I'JMil, C'rornc:r and Wehcr ( 1974), mul C1vcrbu (1977u. h), obtained from the
t.omp•luuou of lluhhell und 0verh•' ( IIJ79); the atomic shell-wise eukulution of
Huylctt{h acutterinj,( un;plitllllc• hy 1\.lrmcl und Prull (KI•) ( JIJ7Hu. h); and th!! atomic
colwrt:nl M:uttcriug fac1or1. corrcl'tcJ hy r·,,rwrmf nnglc dispcl'siun &c:rms hy Crmno::r und
l.rlu:tlllilll (I 1) II'J'/11)_
·r hn.: forwu11l UII!J.Ic tli:.pt:l ~ion ,·or n~,·rious urc ,usuully npplicd (Jumes llJ65) ut
otlli.~l 1.111glc~ thftHI~lt lhe us'~ of the followiug expression
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The dependence of the ratio of lhe ~~here::a rRa~·!eighl.s.c:mering crc~ ~ ~-;k'd! ·to th:?.:
Thomson scattering crms sec1ion per electron'on the mornenrum n:ansier q is *'"~!:t.n .i:t1
fi;!mes 2--~ for ca.;:h of se,eral eneq;ies. The t<:suks of <he me3St!"f~me_nt$ n:km't..i·tp~r-;
~ 3 ;!It: Ji:-.pbyyd ir. the ·s<.~me fi~~ur..:~. At phohln ~:rH!fJ:.~::-· uf i:\-t i>:e\'· 2hi;.·~ ""'·<~~ rH~·
prcvTnus ~ohcrenf s.t:aHcrlog rneasur~enl_eri~ -tep~uY~i:d ~) f~f __ .-\t 1'~~5 (\e\;. . th.t.
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New· theoretical precicti!:ns according to the new S-matrh: caku!a2ior' of ~11" imd the
res~l!ii of cL ca!culations are sho\'in in figure' 3. !ogethel!' iOJilh ~he d;;;t~ S>{Ji!H~ wi~i'.
E~~./ E > l 2nd wit!i E,jE <· 3. Vie note· a do;;e c.g;rccmeni: be(~~·ee·n these two p!icdiCtions 'vhich agree Vt'ith i.be-d2;ta r-or several pho~o.n.e.ne[gie3 . . t:};; 5r_nt;U.~i below 0.05 utl~
!or Ec1../E >I: ahe ;tHf ~orm facto-;r prf:dictions :n ~~i·n!;~ agreemrenv. ~·ith ~h~·}fie of·~h~ ·Ct..
Ga!f.::u!atipns, app~~r to b~ r~t! besi ap~ro~ima~inrJ ~o t-he- ~P prediction.
In order w e:1flbi~ the irnp:.:mancc of the C0i<Hrihtsiions. of high;;:a· n~·:'lmk l,(,heU:J
beyond M sbe!ls of heavy atom!: we p!o~ in figu;nes-3 :and 4 sheH-wis;e ~, prr:dktim1s t~nd
the data -~t 35.84~ 74-.96 and.84.J~)k-~!t/ en ltu 8rH!.ne ?.1,4;30 and iJ,5 k~·\/ i"¢n -~~~respectiveLy. Wr.; ser,; Hwt below q = 0.06 higher-slld! co!ltTil.milons l::~e signifl~·•mt sru::i
have ·~o h~ in1clndr~d ~n ~~n exat:t·r;lan:f\er·;o oh!ain agr~ecnen~ \.Vith·data fo-; E:t;./fi ~ ~.
Abave q e: O.l, ~he sum of [Oe contri'hutions up ~o theM fJu:i~ hy ~he S-ma;~rh. rli"Ctl'ec·d iz
~dequ2te \.Vhcn E'K/ E· ~ t for A.tA ~nd 'P'b 810r¥1S.
!n -some :r.ccen~ papers. {l(issei a.r1d ·?rutt· f97H~, b, !980.. T·ir~H e£ ill ~(}75·,
Sdnim:.h:he:r and Stoffrt:gen 1977) the et:pcrimen1el d_;.Ha.have not been considered ~OS'
th,;: wider q r;mge, Hlld hence have not been ~omp~1red wi1h \·ariou:>~ ~!i~~~>tt~ic!ll
prcdi.ctionB a:> discussed above. This pre;;cntution reveal:~ ~he lf:..ng;:r. of llgteemem tli!H~
disugrer~ment of variom; calculations and with the da~a r.nd is 3!1 impmv.~men~ ov~.-
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previous ·,vork.
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measuremcms at iarger ::mgle's above 300 nave beer. rep0rt;;d b\ S...·hwm.;.-.;,h,;;-r \ i '-}t..;J). At
smaller anglr!~ for rhis energy. 1be rne:;qsut~meou of Hat:s~r w.nd Mt.~;ig.ung { 1·9·M.~) are
·not con5.is•eni \~'irh present results ari.J t·he results of S.ath n ,J! · ( 1~7-51 >~nd tr~.
theoretical predictions based on zhe di.sp•irsion i::orrened iorm fa.:-tt'ir {lf :;pt-; (figure 3i.
When we examine ~he da'ta points· with rderence·to t-he res~<:ii.;:e rst~:..~~& 1Er.:/ E ~ir.
~he r.ange 0.55-3.20 for Au and 0.6-3Atfi for' Pb alan intt:f\'31 t)f o. l near F.~.,.' E "' ll o1
!he K-edge energy to ihe inciden!' ph.own energy E . .in dilf~ren.t rei,;it~ns o~ a~~t' •l
disnibutions, we notice in. figure 2 !hal ai. phoron enei·gies \l.·i~h !E~;./ E > I l'lnd in ~~e
:·ange o.os' < q < 0.]' the data points show betrer agreemem wii!h v..alues inicnz~eJi~~~
between the predictions according w the RHF 1orm factor 'cakula1iom: ~?.r.d fhc dis·
persion correded n. cal.cu!ations. We <llso find wme indica:ions o; c-:;;plii:i: tk:pen··.kruX!'
,:m tbe phofon energy beyond q = 0.1 '(figure 4 ). The data poinis w.ith q...:. !). l ti{) no~
show iiuch energy dependence (figure 2) as exp--~cted fwm ti<·J: !undarncrHzi! •:m~Ji1im11 of
form f?~ctt.1r ap.prox!ma~iofi. ~rhC pcinls w!th EKI!E <: ~~ZfC$':· v.·ith el·u-~ Jtsrl~(·!')!(Nl
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1£ is now dear that for inci~ent energies below the Kedges of heavy ;noms the maln pan
of the fofm factor, f 0 ,.is inadequate above a momentum transfer of 0.2 me and ihe
dispersion terms tJ,f' and !:l/" calc!Jiated for nearly forward scattering begin.to_.faii for
25.6 keV photons at scattering angles of 172° and ar :35° when rhe.i[lcidenr energy is ju~:t
below the K edge. The theoretical predictions of Kissel and' PraH' (l9?8a\ b} fo;

zet

individual inner eledroiJ $hells provide the ffiOS£ accurate
flOW avaiJabJe fof 2
comparison with experimental data ab()ve a momentum transfer of 0.06
Fodower

me.

values of momentum transfer such. exact prediction~ for outer e~f.!cu:on shells are not
available and ·hence there is no other theoretical basis except that.ohhe RHF form factor
prediction.
·
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l'i;ture l. Schematic diagram or the cxperimentnl nrr:mgcmcnt. (tJI for smull·1mgle and {b)
for large-angle scattering·measurements. S, source; T, 1argc1; 0, deu:ccor.
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Figmc2. Plot of (da(Ol,u~o/d{ll(du(Oh/d[l)- 1 ngui·n~c momentum tr;~ndcr, q. in Inc umt•
for Z "" 79. Tiu:orctical predictions: A, form factor-·-; ll, IUU' form tao:wr corrertt.:d tor
dispersion -•-. Experimental poinls:
25.19 keV; ll, 3~.84 t;eV; U, 4t>.l}l) l.cV: yl.
55.37 keV; 0. 74.96 kcV_(ull from Tirsell etal 197Sl; q;. 145 kcV lprewor menliurunumu.).

e.

fl~u:e 3. P!or or"ldrT(9l,.,h/dll)ldaiQ}]/d0l- 1 Dl!llinst momentum transfer. q,ln nv· unh~
for Z "'H2. Tbeorerical predktiuns: B. Dispersion com:cred form ta.:lor _.. _; f~. Kt7
cwcultnion with 59.54 kcV forK+ L +M +N shells---; F, "vcaJ.:ulnrwn.. usms .S9..Sol keV
(or K + L ·• M shells--. Experimental points: \J, 59.54 keV (Sdtumncher aml Sloflrc&tcn

W•~

1977); ~~. 145.011 keV tNath tla/19751; 0, 145.00 keV (1-illus<:r ond Mu~olgung l'.JMiJ;
145 kcV (present measurements).
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Figure 4. Plot of (du(OJ.,,h/dH)Idtr(D)r/dU) 'against momentum lluntlct, q, in mr uni1•
for "'79. Titeoretical prediction:
Kf' calculntii>n with 35.84 keV for
L. M WICIII
-·-; D, KPwith 74.96keV forK+ L+M shells--; G, KPwith 84.30keV forK+ L+M
shells - - . Experimental points: /:., 35.84 keV; 0, 74.96 keV Cl'in.c:ll t1 ul 1.915);
84.30 leV (present measurements).
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Measured cross ~eciions for coberenr sca.ucring off bound ~h:ctrons.
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Table

2S49
2550
25S7

energy

Target

2St>5

(keVl

(Z)

8

q (me)

Au(79)

2"39'
5"04'
JO•J8'·
13"13'
14"12'

0.008
0.015.
0.030
0.038
0.069

1"56'

0.009

418.2 (.t 12.51

2"24'
3·46'

0.012
0.019

267.7 (:!:~.I)
279.7 (.t8.4)
92.3 (:t4.6)

ExperimcnraJ
crou section

PlJOIOO

(b

atom·- 1 Sf

1)

2573

84.3()

2S74

2Jill

"

2586
l5'1~

Zb112
lMI'I

145.00

2611>
21\ll

Pb1821

s•os·
l3"s~·

15"48'
19"53'

'" }'.

{r

24•so•
8

382.5 (.t4.2)"
268.9(±5.41

130.5(:2.6)
9'!.8(=2.9i
23.3 (.t 1.01

0.040
0.069
0.078
0.008 "
0.122

54.6(d.2)
33.H:t2.6J
23.2 (:tl.3)
12.3 (:t1.2)

Figuroa within parenthoae• Indicate enc~rs in Ute eapcrimcnrlll c:r•;.u section;.
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